Dear Youth Leader,

Once again we are offering our exciting Missions Gig and Evangelism Gig this year at youth camp. It will
be an opportunity for students to participate in a mission project or evangelism trip while at camp.
Here’s how it works:
Students who do the Missions Gig will have to make some sacrifices. Most students will do a one-day
gig each day and a three day gig each day. After gig time, students will have free time. Our Missions Gig
students will ONLY do the mission gig. It will take up both GIG times and their afternoon free time. We
do this so that they will have time to really work on their mission project. Our Evangelism students will
have the opportunity to go out into Denton one day (Thursday) and practice their newly learned
evangelism skills and our Face painting and Balloon animal class will go into town on Thursday to
practice what they have learned with the Mission Gig students.
We will once again be working with Mission Denton and their Summer programs for Children. The
mission project will involve leaving the camp to do the work in Denton. Since this is a special project for
us and because missions are so important, we are making the following requirements for students to
participate in the missions gig.(see below) We will once again be allowing our Face Painting/Balloon
Animal Gig to participate in the end of the week Carnival at each site. (Please make sure that they all
have mission gig permission slips!)
We want students who are:
1. Already Saved
2. Actively seeking after Jesus
3. Interested in sharing the love of Jesus by serving others.
You know your students better than we do, so if you have students who want to do the missions gig or
the evangelism gig, you (their youth leader) will have to recommend them. If you can’t/won’t
recommend a student who wants to do the Missions Gig, then please encourage them to do another gig
instead.
If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know.
Carla Besco
Program Director
940-565-0050
Carla@campcopass.com

